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Hankel integral transforms of a new space of generalized 
functions of slow growth 
JAVIER A. BARRIOS, J O R G E J. BETANCOR 
Abstract. In this paper the Hankel integral transformation is extended to a new space of 
generalized functions of slow growth by employing the method of adjoints. Many of the 
proofs are made by using the Mellin integral transformation. 
Keywords: Hankel transformation, testing function space, generalized functions 
Classification: 46F12 
1. Introduction. 
After Schwartz's [12] extension of the Fourier transform to generalized functions, 
the extension of classical integral transformations to generalized functions have 
comprised an active and interesting area of research (see, for example, L.S. Dube 
and J.N.Pandey [3], E.L. Koh and A.H. Zemanin [7], A.H. Zemanian [18] and J.M. 
Mendez [9]). 
The Hankel integral transformations defined by 
oo 




(2) h,j(f(*)Kv) = vfM*v)f(*)d* 
0 
have been extended to spaces of generalized functions by I. Fenyo [6], J.M. Mendez 
[9] and J .J. Betancor [1], amongst others. 
Our main objective in this paper is to define the Hankel transformations (1) and 
(2) on new spaces of generalized functions of slow growth. 
We introduce two spaces of testing functions denoted by ifM.i and FMti and it is 
proved that the following diagram of isomorphisms 
K» 
KM,- ¥ ^*,1 
M! 1M 
1-V,- ¥ •""#-.-
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is commutative provided that p > 0, where M denotes the usual Mellin integral 
transformation and the mapping A'M is defined by 
We also establish that, for p > 0, hM)2 is an automotorphism on the space HMi2 
of testing functions of structure similar to I1M,i-
The Hankel transformations h^ \ and hM 2 satisfy the mixed Parseval equation 
([»]) 
OO OO 
(3) J KAf)(y)9{y)dy = j f(x)h,a{g}(x)dx. 
0 0 
According to J.M. Mendey [9] the generalized transform h'^^f of / E H'^ 2 is 
defined, for p > 0, through the relation 
(4) (*;,i/,*) = (/, *-,»*>. * e-?!..*• 
The generalized h' 2 transformation is defined on H'^ . as the adjoint of the 
classical transform h^.i on 1IJ..1, provided that \x > 0. More exactly, if / € 1IJ.J 
then h'^pf is given by 
(5) (h,„,2f,4) = (f,K,i4>), 4>eH„A. 
Notice that definitions (4) and (5) appear as generalizations of the mixed Parseval 
equation (3). 
The notation and terminology of this work will follow that of [18]. I denotes 
the open interval (0,00). {/(£), <j>(t)) denotes the number assigned to some element 
<j>(t) in a testing function space by a member / of the dual space. D(I) is the 
space of infinitely differentiable functions defined on I having compact support. 
The topology of D(I) is that which makes its dual the space D'(I) of the Schwartz 
distributions. E(I) denotes the space of infinitely differentiable functions defined 
on I and E'(I) is the space of distributions on I whose supports are compact subset 
ofL 
2. The spaces JIM>1 and F/t,i of tes t ing functions and its dua l s . 
In this section we introduce the testing functions spaces If^.i and FM>i and its 
main properties are studied. 
2 . 1 . The space ITMjj. Let \i be a real number. HMji denotes the space of all 
complex valued smooth functions <f>(t) on 0 < t < 00 such that for each nonnegative 
integer ib, Dk<t>(t) is of rapid descent as x —» 00 (i.e. Dk<j>(t) tends to zero faster 
than any power of J as x —> 00) and on which the functionals y^k defined by 
T 4 . » W = «.p,6/|-"B*^(x)| , m,fc = 0,1,2,... 
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assume finite values, where #M = x~"
fl~1 Dar2M+1 Dx~*. 
#M,i is a linear, space under the pointwise addition on functions and their multi-
plication by complex number. Each ym k is clearly a seminorm on #Mii and j m 0 is a 
norm, for every m € N. Consequently, {7m,*}m,fc=o *
s a m u l f c m o r m o n -̂ -V.-- We as" 
sign to #M)i the topology generated by {ym k}^kss0 thereby making it a countably 
multinormed space. 
The dual space #M t l consists of all continuous linear functionals of #M , i . #M)J is 
also a Hnear space to which assign the weak topology generated by the multinorm 
{*fa}> where rj4>(f) = !(/><£) I a*1*- 4> ranges through #M , i . 
It is obvious that the space D(I) is contained in #M>i and the topology of D(I) 
is stronger than that inducted on it by #M x. Hence the restriction of any / € #M i 
to D(I) is in D'(I). 
One can easily prove that if f(t) is a locally and absolutely integrable function 
on I, then f(t) generates a member of #M j through the definition 
oo 
(/,*) = J f(t)<t>(t)dt , * € * „ , , . 
0 
We shall now derive a structure formula for an element of #M j . 
Proposition 1. Let f be in # M j l . Then there exist essentially bounded measur-
able functions gmtk(x) defined on x > 0 for m,k = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . r , where r is some 
nonnegative integer depending on f such that 
r 
/ = V j *Bl(xm-'Dgm,k(x))-
m.*-=0 
PROOF : Let / be in #M>i. In virtue of [18, Theorem 1.8-1] there exist a nonneg-
ative integer r and a positive constant C such that 
(6) |(/,*)|<C ma*:-£,»(*), *€#„,,• 
Uvm, l .v r 
Moreover 
oo 
(7) xmBk^(x) = - JD(tmBl<j>(t))dt, x>0 
X 
because Km xmBhMx) = 0. 
- . - •oo *» 
Hence, by (6) and (7), one follows 
(8) K / ^ > I < C max | |D(<m#^(t)) | | i , </> € #M,i 
where ||.$i denotes the norm in the space £ri(0,oo) of equivalence classes of abso-
lutely integrable measurable functions. 
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If we define the mapping 
J :HM|1 -> JH^ C (Li(0,oo))
(r+1>2 = Li(0,oo) x <rtf>! x L-(0,oo) 
+ ^j+=wmB*m))m,M> 
then, in view of (8), the mapping 
T : JHptl ~+ C 
(D(tmBk4>(t)))m,k^^(f,<l>) 
is continuous, when JH^tl is endowed with the topology induced in it by Li(0, oo). 
In virtue of the Hahn-Banach theorem the mapping T can be continuously ex­
tended to ( L j ^ o o ) ) ^ * 1 ) 2 . 
On the other hand, since the dual of Li(0,oo) is equivalent to Loo(0, °°) ( s e e 
F.TVeves [15]), there exist essentially bounded measurable functions hm,k, m,k = 
0,. . ., r such that 




={- Y, tBfe-^Dh^x)), ««)>, tEH^. 
m,k~0 
By making gm,k = -hm.fc (m,k = 0,...,r) the proof of this proposition is 
completed. • 
2.2,The space FM>1. Let y. > 0 and 0 < e < 1. F*(1 is the space of all holomorphic 
functions <f> on the domain G = C — {—y. — 2k | k € N} having at most simple 
poles in —/i, — fi — 2, p — 4 , . . . , such that 
< * * ( * ) = sup | « „ , * * W I < oo, (m,k = 0 , l , . . . ) 
5 € V«(m,k) 
where 
Ve(m, k) = {5 € C / - 2k + m + e < 'Re s< - 2 k + m + 1 + e} 
and 
1 1, if k = 0 (* + n)(s + /i + 2) . . . (s + p + 2k - 2)($ - ^X^ - \i + 2 ) . . . . . . ( a - / i + 2 lb-2) , if k<l. 
The <?m
e
k are norms on F^.i- Moreover, F*fl is understood to posses the topology 
generated by the multinorm {0"m
efc}m>fc--.o> ^
nus> F^,i -s a countably multinormed 
space. 
We can prove, by making use the maximum modulus theorem for the holomorphic 
functions, that the space JFJJfl is, actually, independent of e. Hence, in the sequel 
we will denote by F^.i, <rm k> V(m, k) to F* f l, crm^k Ve(m, k), respectively. 
We now list some properties of the space FM)i. 
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Proposition 2. FM)i is complete and therefore it is a Frechet space. 
PROOF : Let {^u)Ti be a Cauchy sequence in FMji and let £1 denote an arbitrary 
compact subset of G = C — {— fi — 2k : k G }. 
We can easily prove that 
oo oo oo 
C = ( U V(n, 0)) U ( U V(0, n)) U ( U V(l,«)). 
n=0 n = l n = l 
Hence, there exists n0 £ N such that 
no no 
Qc([jV(0,n))U([jV(l,n)). 
n = l n = l 
Let W = {(m,k) :(fc = 0,m = 0 , . . . , n 0 ) o r ( m € {0,1}, k = 1 , . . . ,n 0 )} . 
Assume now without loss of generality that 0 < e < min(l ,p) . Then, th^re exists 
a constant A > 0 satisfying 
(9) I W M . * I £ A,VseV(m,k)ntt and (m,k)eW. 
Therefore, given an n > 0, 
(10) sup |WM(M*) - M*))l < * 
seV(m,k) 
for every v, v' > VQ for some t/0 € N. 
From (9) and (10) we can deduce that J * ! , , } ^ ! is uniformly regular on 0 . 
Hence, in virtue of the completeness of the space of holomorphic functions of G 
(see J.B. Conway [2], pp. 151), there exists an analytic function $ on G such that 
{Dk^t,}%:1 converges uniformly on Q to D
fc$, for each k € N. 
By using standard arguments we can prove that { $ „ } ^ j converges to $ in the 
space Fji.i. The proof is completed. • 
Therefore FMti is a space of testing functions of G. F^ 1? the dual of FM,i, is 
a linear space to which we assign the usual (weak) topology. F^j is a space of 
generalized functions. 
Proposition 3 . If n is an even nonnegative integer, then F^+n.i C F/i,i> and the 
topology of FM+n,i *•» stronger than the one induced on it by F^.i-
PROOF : To see this assertion we assume that fi + 2 ̂  e 4* k, for each integer k. 
Let $ € F M + 2 , i . 
We must analyze the expression sup |(5)p,fc$(*)| with m,k € N. 
s£V(m,k) 
If we define 
V-(mk)=(
nm'k) l f " + 2 * V < m ' * > 
V ' ; \V(m,k)-D(fi + 2;r) if p + 2 6 V(m, k) 
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where D(p + 2;r) = { : |- - M - 2| < r} C V(m,*), by applying the maximum 
modulus theorem (I-*])., then 
(ii) = -p i(,w2,t^){-
+^27f
fc-2ii< 
*e v~ (m,*) (.s - /i - 2)(s + /- + 2k) 
< C sup |(.s)M+2,*#(.s)| 
»€V(m,fc) 
for a suitable positive constant C. 
Hence, $ in F^.j. Moreover (11) implies that the topology of FM+2,i is stronger 
than that induced in it by FMtl. 
Therefore, our assertion is true for n = 2. The general case follows by induction 
on n. • 
We can conclude that the restriction of / 6 FM j to FM+n,i is in F^+ n 1? provided 
that n is an even nonnegative integer. 
2.3. The Mellin integral transformations and the spaces 1IM)1 and the 
spaces Fftti. 
In this paragraph we establish a paramount result of this paper: the Mellin 
transformation is an isomorphism from ITM>i onto FM)i, provided that /i > 0. This 
fact allows to prove a let of properties for ifM)i in relation to other ones for FMfl. 
Theorem 1. If fi > 0, then the Mellin integral transformation is an isomorphism 
from Hpt\ onto FM,i. 
PROOF : Let <j> € HM i. As it is well-known the Mellin transformation of <j> is given 
by 
oo 
(12) $(.s) = (M<t>)(s) = ft-l<f>(t)dt. 
0 
It is easy to see that the integral in (12) is absolutely convergent provided that 
.Re.s>0. 
Integrations by parts in (12) yield 
(13) 
fB fê+Џ+1 
-ф(t)-. ч, , .Dt-'W s + n (s~fi)(s+fi) J t _ 0 + 
oo 
+ ; J-—r ft^lB^(t)dt 
(s - fi)(s + n)J 
0 
From (13) we can deduce that if Re s > /* then 
oo 
(14) (• + ,»X- - .«)•(-) = jf^B^dt 
+ 
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because Dk<p(t) is of rapid descent as x —> oo for each k € N and the function 
3.2**+-Dx~*4>(x) is bounded on 0 < x < 00. (14) also holds when s = /*. 
The right hand side of (14) defines an analytic function when Re s > —2. Hence 
#(s) can be considered as an holomorphic function for Re s > —2 except at most 
in s = — ji, where $(s) can have a simple pole. 
By repeating above arguments one shows 
00 
(15) (-W*(-) = Jt'+^B'ttndt 
0 
for k € N and Re s > —2k. Moreover $(s) is an analytic function on C except in 
s = —/i, — fi — 2, —a — 4 , . . . where # can have simple poles. 
From (15) it is inferred 
sup \(s)^(s)\ < C{lmik(<f>) + 7£+a.fc W> 
*eV(m,k) 
for m and k belonging to N and C being a suitable positive constant independent 
of<*. 
Hence the Mellin transformation defines a continuous mapping from IfMti in F^i 
when fi > 0. 
Let now # be in FMti and let c be a positive real number. 
Define 
c+ i 00 
(16) W = (A<-,»X0 = -J- / *-*(»)d». 
c—ioo 
Notice that the integral in the right hand side of (16) is absolutely convergent 
and it is independent of c > 0. Moreover # is an infinitely differentiable function. 
By differentiating under the integral sign in (16), one has 
c+ioo 
tmDk4>(t) = t l i - / r*+m~ks(s + 1)... (s + k - l)$(s) ds 
27T* J 
c—ioo 
from where, for every m, k 6 N and c > max(/x, m - k), 
(17) \tmDktft)\ < - * < * + i ( * ) * ~ c + m ~ * 
for t > 0, where M is a positive constant no depending on t and r is a nonnegative 
integer such that 
- 2 k - 2 + r + e < c < - 2 k + r - 1 + e 
By (17), we get 
lim tmDk<t>(t) = 0 
I—>oo 
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or, in other words, Dk<j>(t) is of rapid descent as x —> oo for every k.£ N. 
By differentiating again under the integral sign in (16), one has 
C+IOO 
(18) tmBk<t>(t) = ~T / r^-^S^^ds 
c—ioo 
for every m, k € N. 
To show that At""1 is a continuous mapping from FM)i into 1IM>1 we must discern 
two cases. 
i) Assume t > 1 and choose c > 0 such that —2k + m — c < 0 and c^fi — 2k. 
From (18) one follows 
+oo 
r-*(OI rs ir*—<+ 2 , t + 1(*) / |(c + tv + ̂ 2 f c t + t-,-, + 2fc)| 
—oo 
where r € N and 
(19) -2k + r + e < c < -2k + r + 1 + e. 
Hence, 
(20) s u p r B ^ ( t ) | < M < + 2 , t + 1 ( $ ) 
for a certain M > 0 and r is given by (19). 
ii) Let now 0 < t < 1. We can write 
\tmBk<l>(t)\ < \Bk<l>(t)\ for every m ,k€N 
being 
c+»'oo 
(21) BlM = ^ / *—"(*)„.*•(.)«.. 
c—too 
Let ci be a real number such that 
-JB(/i]-2fc-2 + e <Ci < - E M - 2 i b - l 
-.4 
and consider the path C = 2J»=--i I« °-" tne following figure 
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Notice that the function (s)n,k$(s) has at most a simple pole in .s x= ~/u — 2k at 
the inside of C. Hence, by Cauchy's residues theorem, we get 
~l J(s)^(s)r9-2kds = 1M(5)M>Jk*(5)r*-^.3 = -M -2k}. 
c 
Moreover the integral along I3 and I4 tends to zero as R —1• 00, because of our 
hypothesis on $(s). By combining these results we find that 




+ г Ь / «"•""(*)»..**(->*• 
*»* ,_—M_2* (s - fi + 2k)(s + /t* + 2k + 2 ) . . . 
.. .(* - n + 2k + 2E[p])(.s + /a + 2k + 2.B[/i]) 





а д , i + t + а д (Ф)+ 
+ £ríq>.!+i,i+*+E[/.](*)} 
(24) ' i / r'""(s)'-t*( í)ťisl^Ml<w+M+*+^](*) 
Ci + ІOO 
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hold, for a certain Mi > 0. 
By combining (23) and (24) we can conclude 
sup \Bk^(t)\ < M . K M , 1 + t + E M ( * ) + 
(25) K M + . , . + . W
$ » 
where M% > 0 is independent of $ . 
Hence, by (25) and (20) one inferres 
< * ( * ) <Mz{o»mi+k+E{A(§) + ^ , + l f l + f c + E l # l , ( * ) + 
*H-2tk+i(*)) 
for suitable M3 > 0 and r € N is given by (19). 
Therefore M~~l is a continuous mapping from FM)i into fTj».i. 
Since M.M~l($) = (*), for $ € PM,i and j M "
1 . ^ ) = *, for <£ € IfM,i (see 
I.N. Sneddon [13]), the proof of this theorem is finished. • 
Some properties of H^i can be now proved by using the Mellin transformation 
and according to Theorem 1. In effect, by virtue of Proposition 2, JEfM)i is a complete 
space and, hence a Frechet space, provided that p > 0. Moreover if p > 0 then 
Hftti C E(I) and the inclusion is continuous. 
By invoking Proposition 3 we can state the following 
Proposition 4. If n is an even nonnegative integer then If^+n.i is stronger than 
that induced in it by 1IM>i. 
2.4. Some operations on ifM>i and 1IJ.ti- We now study some operators on the 
spaces HM>i and H^j. 
Proposition 5. Let fi > 0 and p + a > 0. The mapping 
la ' Hpti —> Hfn+aj 
<j> -» ( /«* ) ( * ) = *°«K*) 
w an isomorphism. Its inverse is I-0. 
PROOF : As it is well known 
M(Ia^>)(s) = M(<t>)(s + a) 
$ being a suitable function. Hence, According to Theorem 1, Ia is an isomorphism 
from ITMii into IfM.f <*,i if, and only if, the mapping 
ya : Fp,i —• Fft+Qti 
* - • ? • ( * ) ( * ) = *(* + «) 
is an isomorphism. 
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Let $ be in F^,i. T h e n y „ $ is an analytic function in C — {— ft — a — 2k : k € N}. 
yQ$ can have at most simple poles in the points —/i — 2k with k € N. 
On the other hand, for every m, k € N, one has 
am+k
a(yQ$)= sup |«M+«.**(* + ")l = 
(26) aeV(m'k) 
= SUP IW*,* $(3)\ 
$€W(m,k) 
where 




џ)(s - 2a - p)... (s -f p -f 2k - 2)(.s - џ -f 2k - 2 - 2a if k > 1. 
By making use again the maximum modulus theorem we can deduce from (26) 
that 
i = l 
for certain M > 0 and m*, k; € N (i = 1,2,3). 
Therefore ya is a continuous linear mapping from FM,i into FM+a,i. 
The proof can be easily finished. • 
Note that from Propositions 4 and 5 we can inferred the following 
Corollary 1. If P(x) is a polynomial then the mapping 
V : H^,i —> Hnt\ 
<j>-,V(4>)(x) = P(x2)^>(x) 
is linear and continuous. 
We define the operators 
T^x) = x^Dx^^x) 
X 
S^(x) = z" ft~M<t>(t)dt 
oo * 
R^(x) = x~^lDx^l4>(x) 
By using arguments similar to the ones employed in Proposition 3 and 5 Theorem 
1 it can be established 
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Proposition 6. Let p > 0. 
a) TM is an isomorphism from HM)1 onto 1IM+i,i and its inverse is Sfi. 
b) Rp defines a continuous linear mapping from 1IM+i,i into HM)i. 
c) The operator BM is a continuous linear mapping from 1IM>i into itself. 
If we denote by T*, 5*, R* and B* the adjoint operators of the classical ones TM, 
Sfi, Rp and BM, according to well known results concerning to operators on duals 
of Frechet spaces (see A.H. Zemanian [18]), then 
Proposition 7. Let t. > 0. 
a) T* is an isomorphism from H'fl+11 onto HM j and S* is the inverse ofT*. 
b) R* is a continuous linear mapping from H1 ^ into HM+ii. 
c) JB* is a continuous linear mapping from KM j into itself. 
3.The Hankel transformation hM,i on KM)i. 
This section is devoted to describe the behaviour of the hM)i-transformation on 
the space IfM.i of testing functions. Previously we need to prove the following result 
Lemma 1. Let \i > 0. The mapping 
is an automorphism. 
P R O O F : Let $ be in FMji and let e G (0,1) such that 
(e + k : k e 2) n ({-p - 2k : k € N} U {/x + 2k : fc € Z}) = 0. 
Denote by t/>(s) = A'M($)(s). 
As it is known T(s) is a meromorphic function that has simple poles at the points 
5 = 0 , - 1 , —2, Hence ip(s) is also a meromorphic function having simple poles 
at s = — /i, — ji — 2 , . . . at most. 
Moreover, if m, fc € N then 
(27» <> m %zJ w - ' ' * ( , , 2 '~ ' E ra^ 1 
where 
J 1 if k = 0 
, '*'"'* = I (ji + 2 - «)(2 - M - s)... (ji + 2ifc - .3)(2fc - /i - a) if k > 1 
and 
W(m,ib) = {* e C; 2fc - m + 1 - e < Res < 2k - m + 2 - e}. 
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Since 
oo oo oo 
C = ( U V(n, 0)) U ( U V(0,»)) U ( U V(l, n)). 
n=0 n=l n=l 
there exists E nonnegative integer k\ such that 
W(-n,fc)CV(ki,0)UV(ki4-l,0) 
(28) ^ c m f c o u n u i + i) 
W(m,fc) C V(0, k\+l)U V(l , ki + 1). 
On the other hand (see A.Erdelyi [5], 1.16(6)): 
(29) | r ( 5 ) | S (27r)
1/2|Im s\Re * - ( 1 / 2 ) exp ( -~ | Im s\) as |*| -> oo. 
Assume that W(m,fc) C V(ki,0)U V(ki +1,0) = A(k\) and chose p € N such that 
1-Re(s)+ 2k-2p< - 1 , for s € A(k\). 
Moreover, if z0 € A(k\) is a zero of the polynominal («s)MtP we choose a disc 
centered in zo a*-d contained in A(k\). We proved in a similar way if zo € A(k\) 
is a pole of the function T(l + (p — s)/2) [s]M k. Notice that such poles are not in 
W(m,fc)- We denote by B(k\) to the union of said discs provided that these ones 
exist and A(k\)~ = A(k\) — B(k\). 
Now, by using the maximum modulus theorem we can deduce from (27) and (29) 
* -> - | r < J ' K « ) " ' "•>•*•<•»* 
s€A(kx) ( * W - ( ( . "+«*) / - - ) a€A(fci) 
< M ( sup | W M * W I + S U P l(*W*(«)l) 
a€V(fci+2p,2) a6V(fcl + 12p,p). 
for a certain M positive constant. 
A similar procedure can be followed in other cases in (28). » 
Therefore KM is a continuous linear mapping from If^i into itself. 
Since KM = K~
l the proof is finished. • 
A main result of this paper is presented in the following. 
Theorem 2:. If p > 0, then hM>i -transformation is an automorphism in the space 
Hft,i. 
PROOF : This theorem can be proved by making use of Theorem 1 and Lemma 1. 
In effect, according to I.N.Sneddon [13], 
A<( V i<«( s ) = 2 s - 1 r ( r ( | / i
( + ~ ) / 2 / ) 2 ) 7 W ^ ) ( 2 - *)• * e H«* 
or, in other words, 
Ktl(4>) = M-\K„.M(4>), <t>zH„A. 
Therefore hM)i is an automorphism in the space If^.i provided that \i > 0. 
We now study certain operational rules for the h^.i -transformation. 
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Proposition 8. Let p > 0. If <f> € 1IM,i, then 
a) hM+M(*M$) = -yhM,iW>) 
b) TM/iM,iW = hM+i,i(-x<^) 
c) hlltl(Btt<t>) = -y
2h(iil(<j>) 
d) BlihltA(4>) = h^-x
2*) . 
If <t>€ HM + i , i , then 
e) hM>i(ilM^) = yhM+i,i(<£) 
f) IlM/iM+i,i(^>) = hM,i(x*^). 
4. The Hankel transformation hM)2 on t h e space HM)2. 
The hftt\-transformation defined by (2) is related to the hM)i-transformation 
through 
(30) W ^ l - ^ i ^ ' M n ) . 
In view of the equality (30) we define the space 1IM)2 of testing functions as 
follows: <t>(x) is in HM,2 if <j>(x)x~~
l belongs to 1IM,i- 11M)2 is endowed with the 
topology generated by the family of seminorms {77̂  *}5JJ*--.o» where 
•£.*(*) = 7i.*(*"V), teH„,2. 
FVom Theorem 2 we can deduce. 
Theorem 3 . If fi > 0 then hM>2 is an automorphism on the space HM)2. 
Moreover the following operational rules for hMf2 can be established. 
Proposit ion 9. Let ft > 0. If <f> € HiL>2> then 
a) . V H , 2 ( H J < £ ) = yhpait) 
*>) R;Ki2(<l>) = hM + 1 ,2(-^) 
c) K,2(B;<t>)=-y
2hll,2(<t>) 
d)B;hftf2(^) = htii2(-x^). 
If <ff €-8^+1,2, *Aen 
e) ^ , - t ( < i i ^ ) = - S ^ + M W 
f ) T ; ^ + l f 2 w = hM,2(-^). 
5. The generalized Hankel transformation. 
According to the ideas developed by J.M.Mendez [9] and in analogy to the relation 
(3) we define the fej. j transform h^^f of / € H'ii2 by 
(31) W , i / . * ) = ( / , M ) . 4 € K M , 2 . 
In words, we can say that the hMl-transform (hM ti/) of a generalized function 
/ ^ H' 2 m defined as the adjoint of the classical transformation hMt2-
From Theorem 3 we can infer: 
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Theorem 4. The h'^^- transformation is an automorphism onto the space H£ 2 
provided that \x > 0. 
Notice that if / is in 1IM)i the / generates a regular distribution in the space H'^^ 
through 
-м,2-(32) (f,<j>) = J f(x)4,(x)dx, 4tH, 
0 




Therefore if / € KM,i we can define hM,i/ and h'^f the classical hM>i-transform 
and the generalized h1^-transform of / , respectively. However, according to (31), 
we have 
(h'r,if,<t>) = (f,hll,2<j>}, 0 6 ^ , 2 
and in virtue of (32), 
oo 
(h'»,if,<t>) = J f(x)h„,2(^)(x)dx, <f> 6 H„,2. 
0 
By invoking the mixed Parseval equation (3) one follows 
oo 
(h'„,if,<t>) = J <f>(x)h,,!(f)(x)dx = (h,,if,<t>), <t>eHt M.2-
Hence fcj, 1 / and h^^f coincide in the sense of equality in H'^^. 
We now establish certain operational rules for the /ij , , transformation. 
Proposition 10 . Let p > 0. If f e H'^, then 
a) fc;+M(T„/) = -yh'^f) 
b ) ^ ; , 1 ( / ) = ^ + 1 , i ( - ^ / ) 
c) h'„rl(B„f) = -y'h'^f) 
d) B,h'^(f) = * ; , , ( - - » / ) . 
/ / / € Hl+li2, then 
e) h'^RJ) = y ^ + 1 , , ( / ) 
i) R,K+iM) = KAxf). 
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PROOF : We only prove a). The other operational rules can be proved in an 
analogous way. 
Let / E H'^2- According to Proposition 9, f), we have 
<*Ui,i(Ti-/)>*) = <W**+i,2*) = (/»r;^+,,2*) = 
=(/ ,^/ i ,2(-y^)) = (~yti»,if><f>), for every <f> € 1IM,2. 
Note that the operational rules presented in Proposition 10 are extensions to 
generalized functions of those ones established in Proposition 8. 
In a similar way we can define the generalized JiMt2-transformation on the space 
Ki.i provided that /. > 0. 
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